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Bob Foxworth, GPO Box 2111, New York, N.Y. 10001
Gene Martin Is Forum report on page 98 of the current vol-
ume of DXM, pertaining to possible ECNAreception of
Australia, New Zealand and Japan after No'lember, 1978 and
the implementation of a 9 khz bandplan, made interesting
reading. This would afford "split-frequency" reception
of these stations in North America. Martin prophesizes
that these si"nals will arrive with enouo:h volume to
,.dri ve you out of the house". However, b~fore we rush out
to buy a new alarm clock for the shack to help us partake
of these treats, I believe a few points may be worth
~onsideration and hopefully, discussion among ourselves.
(1). Most periods of W reception ("DU" - "Ibwn Under,
l.e. Australia, New Zealand) that is consistently noted
with reasonable frequency occurs during periods of sunspot
minima which typically last for only several years out of
the 11 year solar activity cycle. The historically fascinat-
ing reports of many DUs heard in the Eastern U.S. that
DXers are fond of quoting from Radex magazine occurred
around 1933- 34 and are reported1llsuch detail becausedu-
c:-ing those years there were literally hundreds of aspiring
.isteners for Ws. Similar favorable conditions prevailed
luring the War years of 1944 but because the novelty of
DXing hadworn off for the common man, and betause of con-
scription of many potential DX hobbyists, reports are less
widely known. However, DXers reporting goodDU conditions
note a peak in receptionsduring these years. Examination
of bsck issues of DX News for 1944 carry reports of "easy"
DU reception over the U.S. (One such page was reprinted as
s nostalgia item in DX News several years ago). During the
I'ollowing solar activityminimain the 1953-55 period, do-
:nesticQRMproblems werefinallybecomingsignificant.
Nonetheless, veteran EC DXers such as John Tweedie and Ron
Schillerwere able to hear stations such as 2 kw Australians
~n the high end of the band on Sunday mornings around local

sunrise in the winter months, as then, stations here did not

sign on until 7 AM or even later on Sundays. Schiller tells

~f being able to listen to "Hopalong Cassidy" on 2WL-1430
~ollongong,N.S.W. back then. However, again these favorable
ox seemed to taper off again and the next time a solar minima
.ccurc:-ed, in 1964, favorableQRM conditionsdid not prevail.
The only chance of hearinga DU then wason Mondaymorning
when most all-nighterswere down for maintenance or to give
the all-night disc jockey a nightoff. Only a few open freq-
~encies were available,in 1964. Then, 1510 was probably the
best bet, with 2M Newcastle, N.S.W. being an occasionalvi-
sitor to the N.Y. area for those patient and lucky enough to
be there at the right time. Reception seemed to be correlated
to the 27-day solar rotational cycle and might be noted for
severalMM's in the Spring, March being favored, during a
~indow of about a half hour, representingthe time between
the 2NA fade-inand the first OC from ,iLACor an ET from one
.ofthe several daytimers on 1510 who werealreadyoperating.
CJRS in Sherbrooke, P.Q. did not yet exist. Reception of
etherAustralianswas even more problematical.740 produced
2::31. in SydneyforBen r..ngerfield(near Rlila, Fa.) once,
though it was heardin themidw'Ost several times.This, again
~as before the days of all-night Latins and was before
CBNM in Marystown, Nnd. came along with its 0930Z s/on
which would block the channel. The only other reasonable
~ssibilities for Australia back East were 2UE on 950 and
4QD on 1550 in Emerald, Qsld. Thisstation~asnoton the
air in 1964 which makes comparisonof receptioncycles dif-
ficult. Today it operates mainly as a "relay" station, car-
ryingABC feeds.The door finally slammed on 4Q.Darou..'ld
c973 'when fulltimerson 1550 such as WAAY, WOK.)aLong with
a gwarmof newdaytimerstestingtheirheartsout be"an
fillingl550 with signals on Mondays. Even before this tur-
:1ing point, in 1971 and 1972, ECNA DXers were gi',enthe
near-ideal situation of a high-power (50 kw) stationon a
verynearly"open" frequency during a windowof aboutan
hour per week, generally0815-0915 Z. (At 0915 WKFE, Yauco,
P.R. would s/on and block the channel). The best results
that could be obtained using adequate (Hammarlund communica-
tions) receiving equipment and either outdoor random-length
~ire antennas or 4-foot air core indoor box loops (both of
'.hichwere standard, campetitive antennas in the DXing com-
:nunity) would be to detect a carrier with the BFO on that
"looped correctly" or to detect traces of audio, music or
voice, that strained the imagination and were nowhere near
'ldequate in detail for even a tentative reception report.
It's instructive to note tha t these YEare were near solar
:naxima, slowly coming down fromhigh activity points. Dur-
ing those two years, in the most favorable vernal equinox
period, this writer missed checking c550 only 3 MM's. On
one of those MM's in March, 1973, 4QD made a respectable
ghowing over much of the U.S. and DXir~ opportunity was lost

heredue to illness. Minnesota DXer Geoc:-ge ~erman reported
definite audio, 90 they might have been heard here, too. So,
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:ner"fore, the best this listenergot from IIQDover two se-
asons were several highly tentativebits of carrier and
highly tentative brief bits of audio that did not warrant
sending reception reports, plus the probable catch we missed
due to the flu. Extrapolating the availabilityof a clear
channel from one morning per week to 7 per week as thenew
9 khzbandplan would provide us with, we could assume thatin
years of similarlyhigh solar activity counts, total yearly
receptions(enough reception during a season withenoughsig-
nal to produce reportable audio) would fall between 10 and 30.
This is admittedly an inexact figure, as one would expectfrom
lackof a more adequatedata base in the 1 night/weekcase.
Now, this brings us to the point of this paragraph. We are
currently (late 1977) heading into a periodof rapidly rising
801ar activi ty. In past decades, reportedreceptionsof DUs on
ECNAhave been sparse, even with favorable "open channel" con-
ditions. This is because of often unfavorablepropagation.We
see no reaaon to feel that the years ahead, lying outside the
solar minima years, will be different. The currently beginning
cycle is expected to peak in 1982 and current opinion is that
peak will be pretty high after all. This will make long distance

MWsignals heard, mostlikely,only on rare occasionaldays &
will require either a daily monitoring regimen during the fav-
orable predawn hours, or construction of some sort of fix-tuned

carrier detection receiver that would trip an alarm and/or

start a tape recorderwhen signal levels in a narrow bandwidth
receiver tuned to a desired carrier frequencyexceeded a set
level. A sophisticatednoise integrationcircuit circuit
would be needed to differentiatebetween a weak, fading
carrier and local sideband splash. Use of a synthesized
broadband receiver with a microprocessorcontrolled tu-
ning plan, to repetitivelysample a range of "split" fre-
quencies, would probablybe required to make this type
of plan successful. Alternatively, the DXer can trust to
luck and hope he will be on frequencyduring the predawn
hours when the "right"morning comes along. Which after
all is the esaence of the true International DXer! AL-
though the situation as it pertains to New Zealand is a
bit simpler, the major problems remain. Fade in times
will be a bit earlier for the Zedders. This writer logged
bothlYC-880 and lZD-lOOOaround 0830 Z in1964 from New
Jersey. For reference, the path from North Island to N.Y.
passes over Baja California Sur, the Big Bend area of
Texas and western Tennessee.Australian signals from Qsld.
arrive over southern California.Unproven speculationhas
it that signals crossing the Equator at something like a 450
angle for some reason seem to produce the best levels. If
this is so, it would seem to favor N.Z., in the sense that
European DXerseasilylog deep South Americans. Morework
is neededon this problem. So it will be interesting to
compare DU reception of the late 1970's with that in the
late1980'swhen, again, the solar cyclecanbe expected
to bottom out. Finally, dealing with Martin's comments
about hearing Japan in Boston, Gordon Nelson did have a
tentative logging of JOIB-750 in the early 1960's, during

a period of what was certainly extended geomagnetic quie~
The odds of Japanese reception on ECNA are even more
difficult due to auroral absorption zone geography. The

path from Japan to N.Am. just grazes the edge of the ab-
sorpcion zone over Alaska, effectively shadowing the Eas-
tern part of the country.How much is. shadowed seems to
be partly dependent on solar activity. Long periodsof
geomagnetic quiet are necessarybut not sufficient,ac-
cording to Nelson and others, to produce such high lati-
tude reception.Already in 1977 such conditions have
been notably diminished, compared withthepasttwo sea-
sons. It is difficult to compare what lies ahead with

geomagnetic conditionsprevailingduring the 1964 minima
as not enough was then known about the mechanisms in-

volved, and records needed do not go back far enough.
However we believeit is fairto say that the extended
solar and geomagnetic quiet needed to raise the possi-

bility of Japanese reception on the ECNA will be quite
scarce for the next decade. This will require the high-

est diligenceand patience on the part of the DX'er.

(2). When comparing reception of the 1934 era to what may
be expected in the 1970's we must remember thst, al-

though powers usedwerenot muchdifferent(1.e.,tensof
kilowatts,typically), the antennas usedthen weremuch
more favorable. Many stations used the "flat-top" which
is a horizontal wire strungbetween two towers and which
gave excellent sky wave radiation characteristics.On the
other hand, today, stationsare using antennas which are
designed to curtail sky wave output. Quoting from a veri
letterRick Healdreceivedfromstatton 2G1.,Glen Innes,
N.S.W. in 1964, heardin the San Fran Bay area, "Werarely
receive reports from outside Australia mainly due to the

factthat the antenna hasbeen designed to produce minimum
skywave. During periods when the antenna is not operating

as designed l.e. top hat down for !118inter.ance, or loading
coil short-circuited, reports from North America, Japan
and the Pacific have been received" and the letter was
written by theSUpv. Technician so can be assumed to be
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authoritative. With increasing numbers of stations being

placed on the air, we can assume use of these restric-

tive antennas will increase, with bad results for the

[.(er, unless the very low angle skip can make it into

space off the surroundingterrain adequatelywell.

(3). It ahouldbe rememberedthat in all previous decades
the amount of man-made noise '.asmuch lower. The

increase in decorativesign lighting,use of SCR light
dimmers and motor control devices with very potent 120

Hz spike radiation and other nonsense create a steady

state "floor" or "bed" of noise that just did not exist
in the 1930 and 1940 era. This weak, ever-present noise

can effectively mask weak DX signals or make them un-

readable. Even the FCC Monitoring Station at IBurel,

Md. had to seek new, more rural location several years

ago, following developnent of new suburbs several miles

away - 17Ie manmade noise increase was cited as the--reason!

DXers who talk about hearing DX signals on simple radios

in the 1930's ahould examine what the sin ratio was then
and compare it to what they experience today.

(4). When listening for openings from DU stations in the

1930 and 1940's it was possible to tune the entire
BCB and look for signals with essentiallyno interference
from domestics.Reports from those years tell us that there
were no more than a handful of "all-righters"active then.
This meant that, when an opening of relatively narrow geo-

graphic dimensions occurred, with just a few signals ma-

king it in, it was possible to find them as loci or maybe
98% of the BCB was available for receptionof weak signals
in ECNA. Since 1973, as we pointed out in Para. (1) it is
zero% (andmaybe10 - 15% on the WC today?). However, as
was pointed out by Martin, in 1978 when the ro's change
frequencies to the new 9 kHz bandplan, some of those freqs

will become available to ECNA DXers. Assuming a moderately

selective,receiver,every frequency ending in 3,4,5,6 and
7 will become viable. Every frequencyending in 8,9, zero,
1 and 2 will be close enough to a North American domestic
channel to ma.lcereception difficult.This alone makes the
"availability" not lOci as in 1934, but only sci. To a
first approximation,the DXer will have to hunt twice as
hard for a narrowly defined opening than he would have in

1934. Although 5ci is a lot better than zero 'f,!Now, as-
suming a better IF strip in the receiver, frequenciesending
in 2 and 8 become avai lab le as we 11 as the 3 through 7 ones.

This gives us a 7ci band availability.Pretty good! The
moral is that good, narrow IF se lecti vi ty with steep se lec-

tivity skirts and a deep notch filter operating at IF (for-
get your QF-l's here) will be de rigeur. Frequenciesending
in 9, zero or 1 will be pretty hopeless as the expected lev-

el will be so far below that of the interfering domestic

that separation probably will be impossible. Hope for an

unsked silent period or auroral blackout for those even-

frequency channels.

(5). Those domestic stations that iid operate in the earlier

periods of favorable DU/TP reception generally used lo-

wer modulation that stations use today, maJ<-ingadjacent
channel interference problems not significant. A number of
unfavorable developments have hurt DXers in the last decade.
Manufacturers are selling broadcast transmitters that are
rated flat audio modulation to 15 kHz. This means that these
transmitters can faithfully generate RF to ID&tch a lot of

audio "junk" that is rammed into them by contemporaryrock
stations broadcasting45's that are cut (recorded)with
extensive audio processingand electronicallygene~atedmusic
containingandcausinghighharmonicenergy.Many stations,
especially in major markets and being scheduled NSP, have
switched from telePhone lines to feed audio to the transmit-
ter site to use of' microwave STL (Studio-Transmitter Link)

operating in the 960 mHz area. These STL's have essentially

flat audio response,whereas older phone line service was
sold as being "flat" to 15 kHz but in fact had rolloff above
that figure. This kept higher frequency"splash" to a more
tolerable level as the audio components did nct make the

trip to the transmitter over phone lines. Also, modern tr-

ansmitters are capable of greater than loci positive peak
modulation, and the asymmetricalwave (negativepeaks can-
not hit loci or the carrier is biased off) seems to gene-
rate more splash than otherwise.Modern radio program di-
rectors are making greater use of audio processingto in-
crease the apparent loudness of their signal, especially
as it is heard on car and portable radios which typify their

audience. These procedures greatly increase the amount of

sideband "splash" that is generat"d,especiallygreater
than 20 kHz above and below the carrier. Sometimes splash
is heard 40 kHz away! This radiation severely hampers not

only the DX enthusiast, but the casual listener as well
who has a legitimate interest in listening to (and net

DXing) a distant nighttime signaL The need for such dras-

tic processingis debatable. and is net oroven in our

opinion, and the splash question is one that the FCC, in
our personal opinion,has not adequatelyaddressed itself
to. It is a byproduct of competitive pressures in contem-
porary broadcasting. If the FCC continues to feel that there

are nighttime "white areas" it will have to look at how

much of the problem is caused by adjacent channel inter-
ference vis-a-vis co-channelQRM, among other factors. It
is instructiveto compare modulationenvelopesof stations
such as WKBW-1520,CKLM-1570 and WNBC-660 (after Sept.,
1977 when they changed format to rock muaic) on a spectrum
analyzer, with stations that use older transmittersend
r"latively little processing,or for example, CBC stations
in Canada who maintain slightly lower modulation levels
and do not transmitout-of channel splaahwhile yet main-
taining a very "clean" sound with good level. Whether the
slight differencein apparent loudnesswarrants generating
such large amounts of sideband splash,which is in actuality
an infringement on the rights of other listeners is an un-

decided question.However it remains that this splashwill
make DXing on adjacent "split" channels inordinatelydifficult
compared to the way it was in previous years.

(6). "PsychologicalReinforcement"may not be the most apt
title, but it should convey the concept of what hap-

pens to a DXer who (a) logs and listens to a weak DX signal,

and (b) tapes it and plays back the tape at some point later

in time. The DXer will have a "fix" or an impression in his

mind of how good the qual1 ty the signal waa, which is orten

better than the actual reception. Upon replaying the tape,

noise, fading, hetrodynes etc which were not recallable in the

mind 's recollection, are heard on the tape. In other words,

it is common behavior to remember the good (the wan'~edsig-
nal) and block the bad (interference)from memory. So it
seems to be reasonableto suggest that these receptions
from the 1930's of stationswith "good" volume which unfortu-
nately could not have been taped, have been "embellished"
by memory over the years and may not have been really as

strong or clear as one might tend to recall. Lacking the

recordings of the 1933-era signals that would be needed to
prove or disprove the contention,all we can do is specu-
late. But the effect has been observed in many people, in-

cluding this writer, so must be considered. It does make

a case for taping one's DX - just in case your reception

of a rare signal really WAS strong and clear!

In conclusion, in December, 1977, the FCC, recognizing some
concern over the effects of having ro's switch to a 90kHz.
bandplan, conducted tests with KFI and lZB moving off fre-

quency to see what interference would result. The FCC and

NAB, however, ignore a better source of data - the Europeans

have been on a 90khz plan for years. While the Commission's
talented engineersare concerned about the effects of hetro-
:!yneinterferencethat may be noted next year, we are curi-
ous as to how many interference complaints ~ave already been

lodged with WGN over interference from Fortugal-719, or with

KYW over 1061 QRM, or with WGIi} over Algeria-S48 or even for

:.hat matter, how many listeners complain about Caribbean
signals on 545 and 1265. This is of concern as there seem to

be groundswells of interest in adopting the reduced spacing

in the Western Hemisphere, too, to increase the number of

channels available. This would of course make us go back
to Base 1 re the Ws and kill off TA DXing as well! Still

unexplained is who would pay the massive conversion costs tor

the hundreds of stations with tightly tuned DAs etc. etc.

in the US and Canada if the 90kHz plan were adopted here,
and what the ramifications would be for the hundreds ot

marginally profitableatationa in the U.S. that might be
forced into bankruptcy by the competition that would arise
if the new frequencies were created. Thia,may Just be a
:!"eam of some communications lawyers and consulting engi-

neers who would reap windfall profits at everyone else's

expense. But it can't hurt to keep aware of what's happening.

So, we've tried to explain how we feel that there is not

all that much to look forward to after the 1978 bandplan

take-;-;;rfect, although the opportunity will be greater,
problems will remain. It remaina to be aeen if the ECJiA
International DXer can rise to the challenge and opportu-
nity the new allocations will provide us. -3D-
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